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Overview 

 
1) Introduction 

 

2) Relevance of ground-based solar observations for space weather 
 

3) Real-time H data provision and automatic detection of solar flares and 
filaments at Kanzelhöhe Observatory (ESA SSA SWE programme) 
 

4) Results and evaluation of the real-time flare detection system  
 

5) Discussion & Outlook 
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Introduction 

Full-disk imaging of the different layers of the solar atmosphere: 
 

  Photosphere               -            Chromosphere                -         Corona 
  ground or space                                      ground-based                                  space-based 

  White-light / LOS MF                    H                                           AIA 211 Å 
   
 

29/9/2015 
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Introduction 

Con‘s:  
 Atmospheric issues: 

weather/seeing 
 Day-Night cycle 
 Few wavelengths accessible: 

visible, radio, IR 
 
 

Pro‘s:  
 „Simple“ (and not too expensive) 

observing systems 
 Many stations possible (in principle), 

distributed in longitude – networks  
 Strong Fraunhofer lines with good 

diagnostics potential (e.g. H, Ca II) 
 No constraints on telemetry:  
  high-cadence obs. possible 
  real-time accessibilty 

 
 
 

Observations from ground for space weather monitoring:  
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Introduction 

First network for space weather research („solar-terrestrial relations“) founded by 
Karl-Otto Kiepenheuer in frame of „Deutsche Luftwaffe“ during WW2.  
 

Relevance: short wave radio  
communication and navigation 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 
 

Schauinsland/ 
        Freiburg 

Zugspitze 

Kanzelhöhe 

Wendelstein 
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Introduction 

 
 
 
  

 
 

Wendelstein Observatory, 13.8.1943 (Courtesy: KIS)  

Kanzelhöhe Observatory,  
12.10.1947 
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Introduction 

Solar sources of major space weather disturbances: 
 

 Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and associated shock waves 
 Flares 
 Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) 
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Relevance of H imaging for space 
weather 

Ground-based imaging of the Sun in the H spectral line at 656.3 nm  
to observe solar sources of  space weather disturbances: 
 

1) Flares 
2) Filament eruptions (potentially associated with CMEs) 
3) Moreton waves (chromospheric signature of strong shock waves 

propagating through the corona) 
 

Observation constraints: 
 FoV:    full-disk  
 temporal resolution:  ~ 10 s (-ish) 
 spatial resolution:  a few arcsec 
 filtergraph  
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Relevance of H imaging for space 
weather 

1) Flares:  
 Onset times & peak times 
 Importance class (area & brightness enhancement) 
 Location  magnetic connectivity of flare-associated SEPs 

 
 

W50-W60° 

Reames  
(1999) 
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Relevance of H imaging for space 
weather 

1) Flares:  
 Onset times & peak times 
 Importance class (area & brightness enhancement) 
 Location  magnetic connectivity of flare-associated SEPs  

 

 Observations:  
      - H line center  
     - CCD with good dynamic range; automatic exposure control 
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Relevance of H imaging for space 
weather 

2) Filament eruptions:  
 Eruption onset times 
 Heliographic location 
 (Speed est. difficult) 

 

Kanzelhöhe Observatory 
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Relevance of H imaging for space 
weather 

2) Filament eruptions:  
 Eruption onset times 
 Heliographic location 

 Observations:  
      - H line center and blue wing  
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Relevance of H imaging for space 
weather 

3) Moreton waves:  
 Presence of coronal shock wave  potentially associated SEPs 

ISOON/NSO  
2006 Dec 6, 3B/X3.8 Flare 
(Balasubramaniam et al. 2010) 
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Relevance of H imaging for space 
weather 

3) Moreton waves:  
 Presence of coronal shock wave  potentially associated SEPs 
 Location of eruption center, propagation speed  

  Observations: H blue & red wings (LOS velocity) 

 
 

Paris-Meudon Observatory 
2003 Oct 28, X17/4B Flare (Muhr et al. 2010) 
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Relevance of GB radio observations  
for space weather 

1) Dynamic radio spectra  
 Typ III bursts: em. signature of electron beams moving outward to  
        IP space along „open“ field lines 
  Typ II bursts: plasma emission from shock waves propagating 
 through corona (and IP space), mostly CME-driven: 
 - frequency drift  shock speed estimate 
 - band split  shock strength/Mach number (Vršnak et al. 2002) 
 
 

Kahn & Aurass (2002) 
Potsdam-Tremsdorf 
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Relevance of GB radio observations  
for space weather 

1) Dynamic radio spectra  
 Typ III bursts: em. signature of electron beams moving outward to  
 IP space along „open“ field lines 
  Typ II bursts: plasma emission from shock waves propagating 
 through corona (and IP space), mostly CME-driven: 
 - frequency drift  shock speed estimate 
 - band split  shock strength/Mach number (Vršnak et al. 2002) 

2) Radio heliographs (e.g. Nancay, Nobeyama, CSRH) 
  Position and speed information of type II shocks (and CMEs) 

Kahn & Aurass (2002) 
Nancay NRH  
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Relevance of GB radio observations  
for space weather 

1) Dynamic radio spectra  
 Typ III bursts: em. signature of electron beams moving outward to  
 IP space along „open“ field lines 
  Typ II bursts: plasma emission from shock waves propagating 
 through corona (and IP space), mostly CME-driven: 
 - frequency drift  shock speed estimate 
 - band split  shock strength/Mach number (Vršnak et al. 2002) 

2) Radio heliographs (e.g. Nancay, Nobeyama, CSRH) 
  Position and speed information of type II shocks  

3) IPS (interplanetary scintillation)  
  CME evolution in heliosophere and solar wind distribution 
      (PK Manoharan talk on Tue) 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at Kanzelhöhe  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Kanzelhöhe Observatory (KSO): high-cadence (6 s) full-disk imaging of the 
Sun in H, Ca II K, and continuum.  
 

ESA Space Situational Awareness (SSA) Space Weather programme:  
- real-time provision of H images on ESA‘s SWE portal 
- real-time detection and alerting of flares and filaments 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

Preprocessing 

Feature 
Selection 

Multi-label 
Segmentation 

Postprocessing 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

1) Preprocessing: Image normalization. A structural bandpass suppresses 
noise in the images on small scales and filters large-scale intensity 
variations caused by clouds and the center-to-limb variation.  
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

1) Preprocessing: Image normalization. A structural bandpass suppresses 
noise in the images on small scales and filters large-scale intensity 
variations caused by clouds and the center-to-limb variation.  
 

2) Feature selection: a) What are the characteristic attributes of filaments 
and of flares, i.e. what discriminates them from quiet solar regions 
(“background”)? b) How can we efficiently model these attributes? 
 

 
Quiet 
Sun  
 

Filament  
 

Sunspot 
 Flare 

 

Distribution derived from 
training set. H images  
were annotated by an expert. 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

1) Preprocessing: Image normalization. A structural bandpass suppresses 
noise in the images on small scales and filters large-scale intensity 
variations caused by clouds and the center-to-limb variation.  
 

2) Feature selection: a) What are the characteristic attributes of filaments 
and of flares, i.e. what discriminates them from quiet solar regions 
(“background”)? b) How can we efficiently model these attributes? 
 

3) Multi-label segmentation:  Assign a class probability to each pixel. Make 
the result smooth (regularize segmentation).  
 

4) Postprocessing: Every object is identified with  
an ID. In the time sequence of the H images, 
the ID of  each flare and filament identified has to  
remain the same. Characteristic properties of the  
filaments and flares are derived to categorize them. 

           

       Pötzi et al. (2015) 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

- Image recognition system is directly connected to KSO observing system.  
- Image recognition runs on PC with fast Graphic Card (GPU): optimized for parallell 

computations. 1 image ~ 10 sec for processing. 
- Images and recognition results are immediately sent to SSA SWE portal. 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Automatic detection of  
filaments: 
 

Based on intensity and shape.  
Connection of segments along  
main axis of direction  
(Riegler et al. 2013, Pötzi et al. 2015) 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Automatic detection of  
filaments: 
 

Based on intensity and shape.  
Connection of segments along  
main axis of direction  
(Riegler et al. 2013, Pötzi et al. 2015) 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Automatic detection of flares: 
 

Based on increase of intensity in  
localized regions. 
 

Real-time output: 
- Start & peak time 
- Heliographic location 
- Importance class (size, brightness) 
 
  

 
 

H-alpha flare 
importance  

Flare area  
(in solar micro-hemispheres)  

S[ubflares]  < 100  
1  100 – 250  
2  250 – 600  
3  600 – 1200  
4  > 1200  
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

Real-time output of flare-recognition program 
 
 

Original raw H images.                               H images with flare IDs identified. 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

Real-time output of flare-recognition program 
 
 

Flare area and brightness 
as function of time. 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

Real-time output of flare-recognition program 
 
 

Flare area and brightness 
as function of time. 
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Implementation: 
flow diagram 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

Image quality: defined by combination of three parameters 
 accuracy of solar radius detection (limb fitting) 
 large-scale intensity distribution over the solar disc 
 sharpness of the image 
 
Images are divided into 3 quality classes: good – fair – bad  
Only images of quality “good” are used for further processing (flare detection).  
 
Including images of low quality  automatic detection is susceptible to errors! 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

Image quality: example 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

Image quality: example 
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Automatic real-time detection of 
flares and filaments at KSO 

Local weather information  
(updated every 10 min) 

H-alpha movie popup window 

H live image 
(updated every minute) 

Detected Flares  
(updated every minute) 

http://swe.ssa.esa.int 

http://swe.ssa.esa.int/
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Results and validation 

The data provision to the ESA SWE portal and the automatic flare 
detection was evaluated for a period of >5 month (7/2013 – 11/2013). 
 
Results of the real-time automatic flare detection routine were compared to : 
 

 NOAA - National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) of the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) flare reports 
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/ftpmenu/indices/events.html 

 

 KSOv - visual KSO flare reports (which are regularly sent to NOAA) 
http://cesar.kso.ac.at/flare_data/kh_flares_query.php 

 
 

http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/ftpmenu/indices/events.html
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/ftpmenu/indices/events.html
http://cesar.kso.ac.at/flare_data/kh_flares_query.php
http://cesar.kso.ac.at/flare_data/kh_flares_query.php
http://cesar.kso.ac.at/flare_data/kh_flares_query.php
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Results and validation 

    Online data availabilityat ESA SWE portal: http://swe.ssa.esa.int 
 
 

http://swe.ssa.esa.int/
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Results and validation 

    Latency of online data provision:  
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Results and validation 

 
 

Flare start time: 
Median of the start time difference when compared to NOAA is 3 min, to KSOv is  
1 min. For 62% (78%) of the flares detected, the derived flare start times lie within  
5 min with respect to the NOAA (KSOv) reports. 
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Results and validation 

 
 

Flare peak time: 
Median of the peak time difference when compared to NOAA is 3 min, to KSOv is  
1 min. For 70% (83%) of the flares detected, the derived flare start times lie within  
5 min with respect to the NOAA (KSOv) reports. 
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Flare positions:  
Mean abs. diff.  ΔLat = 1.2° (0.3°),  
                           ΔLon = 1.4° (0.6°)  for NOAA (KSOv) 
 
              Latitude                                                Longitude 

Results and validation 
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Results and validation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Detection: 
- 69 subflares and 18 flares of importance class 1 were detected by the 

automatic algorithm during 5-months validation period. 
- These are basically 100% of the flares (area > 50 microhemispheres; 

located within 60° from solar center). 
- But includes also: 3 false detections; 4 flares that were split into parts. 

 
Classification, Timing, Location:  
- Importance class: correct in 87%  
- In 62% (78%) start time lies within 5 min of the NOAA (KSOv) reports 
- In 70% (83%) peak time lies within 5 min of the NOAA (KSOv) reports 
- Heliographic location (latitude and longitude): mean diff. ~ 1° 
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Results and validation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Problems in the detection are mostly due to: 
- Data gaps 
- Bad seeing conditions and changing image quality 
- Problems with large and long-duration flares, e.g. due to non-robust 

definition of location (by brightest pixel) 
 
Next steps: 
- Improvement of flare detection system based on this first experience: 

more robust definitions (start time, location) and handling of data gaps 
- Automatic real-time detection of filament eruptions 

- Apply real-time detection to data series from network of observatories 
(challenging!) 
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Discussion and Outlook 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Network of H observings stations: Currently we have 

 SOON – Solar Observing Optical Network (3 US airforce observatories) 
 GONG: consisting of 6 longitudinally well distributed stations with 

identical instruments ( SPRING?) 
 Global High-Res. H Network:  

consisting of 8 loosely connected 
observatories 
 

GONG stations 
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Discussion and Outlook 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Successful network needs  
 some homogeneity in the 

observations  
 common data reduction & r-t handling  
 measures for data quality 
(Talk by Alexei Pevtsov on Tue) 
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Discussion and Outlook 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Successful network needs  
 some homogeneity in the observations  
 common data reduction & r-t handling  
 measures for data quality 

 
First tests of automatic real-time flare detection on GONG network data 
are not too discouraging. 
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Thank you! 

 
The automatic detection study was developed within the framework of ESA 
Space Situational Awareness (SSA) Programme (SWE SN IV-2 activity). 
The results are published in Pötzi et al. (2015, Solar Phys. 290, 951) 




